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Abstract
The main idea of this paper is to present a new approach to calibrate a stereo radiation detection
device by using planar homography technique. Even though, knowing the relationship between internal
and external parameters of stereo vision systems is of interest in computer vision society, a few or
no proper work related to stereo radiation detecting device calibration has been investigated. Gamma
and CCD vision cameras, which are mounted on an independently rotating pan-tilt module, are used as
the experiment setup. Since radiation cameras fail to obtain visual information directly, stereo
images of a calibration pattern captured from vision cameras are transformed into the view of radiation
cameras. These virtual gamma camera images are then treated with Zhang calibration method. Accuracy
of the proposed method is evaluated by performing distance measurement experiments to radioactive
sources, where the overall average error was around 1~2%.

1. Introduction
Throughout the past couple of years, radiation
and its implementation has become one of the most
renowned topics in many research areas around the
world. However they are said to be having many
negative corollaries, they play a significant role
in many areas of science and industry (nuclear
physics, nuclear medicine, non-destructive testing)
[1], [2]. Radiation detectors are used to detect
and track the presence of radioactive sources in a
particular area. Accurate estimation of 3D
position information of these detected sources is
more important in above-mentioned areas. Most of
the time, mono devices are used to track the
presence of radioactive sources, but it is almost
impossible when they are spread in wider areas.
This simply broadens the necessity of implementing
a stereo type setup, instead of a monotype setup.
Much more work related to mono and stereo type
vision camera calibration have been introduced
[3]–[6], but a very little been experimented for
radiation detecting devices. Therefore, we present
this novel idea to calibrate a stereo set of gamma
detection devices using planar homography. The
experiment setup consists with a 1D-gamma sensor
and a 2D vision sensor, which are mounted on a pantilt module that enables them to rotate in
horizontal and vertical directions independently.
These are very symmetric rotations so that both
cameras obtain an identical baseline. However, no
visual information can be taken from gamma sensors
directly; therefore, we first have to transform
images taken from the vision cameras to the view
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Figure 1: Experiment setup at a glance.
point of gamma sensors in-order to generate virtual
gamma sensor images. These virtual gamma images
are then treated with Zhang calibration method to
get stereo calibration results of left and right
gamma cameras.
2. Experiment Setup
The main experiment setup is depicted in figure
1. A SPMT(Small Photon Multiplier Tube) is used as
the gamma sensor, which manages to generate pulse
counts of photons along with a CsI(Tl) scintillator
[7]. These pulse counts are recorded and mapped as
intensity values of pixel in the radiation image.
The 2D vision camera is used to capture the
coinciding visual information of the complete
scanning area. Once stereo calibration parameters
are known, viewing angles of both gamma and vision
sensors can be transformed to match with each other.
3. Scanning Technique of Radioactive sources
Scanning method to visualize images using the
pan-tilt module is mentioned in figure 2. Accurate
motion controllers and DC motors control the
rotation of the module (rotation error is 0.010 ).
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5. Stereo Calibration of Gamma Sources
After generating a minimum of 6 virtual gamma
images as mentioned in the previous section, we
can simply use Zhang’s camera calibration method
to calibrate the stereo gamma sensors. The complete
calibration method is expressed in figure (5).
Figure 2: Panning and tilting of the setup to
obtain stereo gamma and vision images.
Initially, vision and gamma cameras are mounted on
left and right sides, respectively. This enables
to generate left vision and right virtual gamma
sensor images. Next, the module is tilted by 1800
and the image planes are exchanged evenly. Finally,
it is rotated in panning direction by 1800 to
generate left and right virtual gamma and vision
sensor images, respectively.
4. Finding Homography Relationship
Two homography relationships (left-𝐻𝐿 and right𝐻𝑅 ) between vision and gamma sensors exist, and
are calculated as it is mentioned in figure 3. 𝐻𝐿
is the homography transformation from left vision
image to left gamma image. Likewise, 𝐻𝑅 represents
the homography transformation from right vision
image to right gamma image. We calculate the
corresponding pixel intensities (at least 4 points)
of both gamma and vision images using Gaussian
fitting. Homography transformations are calculated
using equation (1) and (2).
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Figure (4) represents a vision image and its
respective virtual gamma image.

Figure 5: Full calibration process.

6. Experiment Results
After calibrating stereo gamma sensors, we
performed some 3D distance measurement experiments
to evaluate the accuracy of our proposed method.
The experiment results showed an overall distance
error of 2~3%, which simply assures the robustness
of this calibration method. Table (1) and (2) show
the intrinsic and extrinsic parameters of stereo
gamma sensors, whereas table (3) shows some of the
distance results we obtained.
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Table 1: Intrinsic parameters of the left and right gamma cameras.
Camera

Focal
length (𝑓𝑥 )

Focal length
(𝑓𝑦 )

Principal
point (𝐶𝒙 )

Principal
point (𝐶𝒚 )

Left
Camera

1048.01

1044.52

302.31

297.64

Right
Camera

1048.92

1044.95

310.61

302.64

Table 2: Extrinsic parameters of the right gamma camera with respect
to the left camera
𝑅𝑥

𝑅𝑦

𝑅𝑧

𝑡𝑥

𝑡𝒚

0.00783

-0.04690

0.00209

-51.03

-1.14

Table 3: Estimated 3D distance values.

Dist(cm)

P1

P2

P3

P4

Avg Error
(%)
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198

200

1.250

250
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249

1.0
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351
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